


Ø Summer Camps
Ø https://signumuniversity.org/academy/

Ø Baymoot:  August 18th in Oakland, CA



¨ Concepts and Art
¨ With thanks to Bre, Anastasia, 

Haerangil, and Marielle for their 
contributions



¨ Goal:  Contrast heavy/textured fabrics (felt) 
with flowing, silky fabrics

¨ Costumes should be playful and individual
¨ Example:  Ophelia by John Everett Millais



¨ High collar, structured 
shoulders* 
and narrowed waist

¨ Complex garment construction 
(smocking*, etc)

¨ More extreme in Valinor/court
¨ Start introducing color variations 

with factions





¨ Fur introduced as 
remembrance/ 
badge of honor for 
crossing the 
Helcaraxë

¨ Fur will become a 
staple in 
kingly/court attire 
for these elves 
moving forward



¨ Inspired by trees/nature
¨ Shape only:  triangular hanbok

(for inspiration)
¨ Super practical
¨ More elaborate after the 

foundation of Menegroth as 
court dress develops. 

 Example: Melian 



Northern Sindar



*Shape only: Hint of vertical hanbok
(not accentuating the waist) 

*Include headdresses due to their 
friendship with the ents
*No fine embroidery, because no metal 

needles



Belegost:  Clothing reminiscent of armor
Nogrod:  Clothing calls attention to jewelry
Dwarves may differentiate more based on 
occupation than gender
Sketches by Haerangil







¨ Sketches by Haerangil



¨ Crown suggestions



ß Gothmog
Boldog à



Reference 
image for 
train



¨ Werewolf – looks like an evil wolf (nothing 
humanoid about him)

¨ Reference image: Gmork from The Neverending
Story

¨ Suggestion: 
Give Draugluin scars/
patches of grey fur to 
show his tormented 
creation



¨ Ange1e4e5 suggests Black Panthers:

¨ Faelivrin suggests Cave Lions:

¨ Discarded idea - humanoid cat thanes:



¨ And now…we go on location!  
With a reminder that everything 
will be dark and starlit this season

¨ With thanks to Håkon, Haerangil, 
Bre, Faelivrin, Nick, and MithLuin
for their contributions



Hithlum, Dor Lomin, Annon-in-Gelygh, Cirith Niniach

Losgar, Nevrast, Vinyamar, Ered Wethrin



¨ Can we interest you in some fjords?  
Norway and Faroe Islands



¨ A bleak coastal region with impressive 
mountains to the East



¨ Scottish Highlands



¨ Scottish Highlands

¨ Faroe Islands



¨ Ascar

¨ Gelion







¨ Scandanavia

¨ Carpathians

¨ Blue Ridge Mountains

Bonus: 
Spider Caves!



¨ Yosemite

¨ Alaska

¨ Mourne Mountains



¨ Dolomites



¨ Kamen, Bezymianny, and Klyuchevskoy, in 
Russia

¨ Three Sisters Canmore Alberta







Germany

Wales New South Wales



¨ Sainte Baume France



¨ Left:  Roger Garland
¨ Right:  Alan Lee

¨ Nick’s Design of the Gate:
https://youtu.be/4-9HqOEPbyo





¨ Jordan River

¨ Rift Valley



Ø Session 3-25 on Friday July 13th

Ø Next up:  Casting!
Ø Please cast your votes once the ballot appears in 

the Season 3 Casting Nominations forum.   
Ø Our music session will be next!


